ABSTRACT In high light conditions, cyanobacteria dissipate excess absorbed energy as heat in the light-harvesting phycobilisomes (PBs) to protect the photosynthetic system against photodamage. This process requires the binding of the red active form of the Orange Carotenoid Protein (OCP r ), which can effectively quench the excited state of one of the allophycocyanin bilins. Recently, an in vitro reconstitution system was developed using isolated OCP and isolated PBs from Synechocystis PCC 6803. Here we have used spectrally resolved picosecond fluorescence to study wild-type and two mutated PBs. The results demonstrate that the quenching for all types of PBs takes place on an allophycocyanin bilin emitting at 660 nm (APC Q 660 ) with a molecular quenching rate that is faster than (1 ps)
INTRODUCTION
The remarkable process of photosynthesis that captures light energy and transforms it into chemical energy is vital for nearly all life on Earth. It is carried out by a wide variety of organisms, such as plants, algae, diatoms, and many species of bacteria. Cyanobacteria, probably being the oldest oxygen-evolving organisms, are believed to have played an essential role in the formation of our planet and our atmosphere~2.5 billion years ago (1) . Even now, they are still active all around the world, living in a large variety of environmental conditions and contributing substantially to the global carbon cycling (2) . Like higher plants, they contain photosystems I and II (PSI and PSII) that work in series and are responsible for the splitting of water and the release of oxygen. The central parts of these photosystems, i.e., the reaction centers and the core light-harvesting complexes, are nearly identical for plants and cyanobacteria but the outer light-harvesting complexes are entirely different (3, 4) : Whereas plants possess intrinsic membrane proteins that all belong to the Lhc family (see, e.g., Croce and van Amerongen (5)), cyanobacteria, like red algae, possess water-soluble phycobilisomes (PBs) that are attached to the PSI-and PSII-containing thylakoid membrane (6) .
PBs of Synechocystis PCC 6803 (hereafter called Synechocystis) are well-organized light-harvesting complexes composed of phycobiliproteins (the phycobilin pigments are open-ring tetrapyrroles) and polypeptides, which are anchored to the stromal side of the thylakoid membrane (6) (7) (8) . They form a funnel for excitations directed toward PSI and PSII. They comprise approximately six C-phycocyanin (C-PC) rods and three allophycocyanin (APC) core cylinders ( Fig. 1 ). Each C-PC rod is composed of three hexameric disks (18 pigments per hexamer) with a maximum absorbance at 620 nm and maximum fluorescence at 640-650 nm. Each APC cylinder contains four trimer disks (six pigments per trimer), and each trimer has three monomers in which a monomer is a dimer of a APC and b APC polypeptides. Most of the pigments in the APC core have maximum absorbance at 650 nm and maximum emission at 660 nm (APC 660 ) with only a few exceptions: Each of the two APC cylinders closest to the membrane contains two trimers in which one of the a or b APC subunits is replaced by other subunits with bilins of lower excited-state energy (7, (9) (10) (11) .
In one trimer, one polypeptide subunit of a APC in one monomer is replaced by a APC-B (ApcD) (12) (Fig. 1 ). And in another trimer, in one monomer both subunits a APC -b APC are replaced; the b APC polypeptide subunit is replaced by b APC-b18 (ApcF) (12) , whereas the a APC polypeptide subunit is replaced by a Lcm (ApcE) (13) . ApcE or Lcm is also the core-membrane linker. These modified subunits show maximum fluorescence emission between 676 and 683 nm, and together they are named APC 680 . These low-energy bilins are responsible for direct excitation energy transfer (EET) to the photosystems. Time-resolved fluorescence kinetics of PBs was extensively studied in the past (14) (15) (16) (17) and very recently we obtained a comprehensive picture of the entire EET process in wild-type (WT) Synechocystis PCC 6803. Various downhill energy-transfer steps within the PBs could be observed, including EET within C_PC with a time constant of 6 ps, EET from C_PC to APC with a time constant of 77 ps, and EET from APC 660 to APC 680 with a time constant of 63 ps whereas the uphill back-transfer rates can be calculated using detailed-balance considerations. From APC 680 excitation, energy is rapidly (exact transfer rates are not known) transferred to the chlorophylls in photosystem I and photosystem II, where charge separation takes place (18) .
Cyanobacteria have developed mechanisms that serve to protect the organisms against overexcitation in high-light conditions (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Too-high light intensities cause saturation of the photosynthetic machinery, leading to increased triplet formation on the chlorophylls that in turn causes the production of singlet-oxygen, a highly reactive oxygen species that can lead to severe damage and even the death of the organism (24, 25) . By increased dissipation of excited-state energy as heat in high-light conditions, a phenomenon called ''nonphotochemical quenching'' (NPQ), many organisms get rid of excess excitation energy. The underlying molecular mechanisms can strongly vary from species to species and even within the same organism (18, (26) (27) (28) (29) . One of the NPQ mechanisms in cyanobacteria, called the ''OCP-related NPQ mechanism'', is triggered by strong blue-green light. The OCP-related NPQ mechanism requires the presence of PB and Orange Carotenoid Protein (OCP) in the intact cell (30) .
OCP is a water-soluble 35- (33, 34) . It was reported that in the quenched state, the decrease in excitation energy transfer from the PBs to the photosystems leads to a drop of~30-40% in the activity of PSI and PSII in Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells (35) .
In a previous article, we reported on the kinetics of this OCP-dependent nonphotochemical quenching mechanism in vivo and demonstrated that quenching occurs at the level of APC 660 and the quenching site was termed APC Q 660 .
Recently the induction of OCP-related NPQ was successfully reconstructed in vitro using isolated PBs and OCP (33) . It was demonstrated that during this process OCP r is binding to PBs whereas OCP o is not. Moreover, it was shown that the addition of fluorescence recovery protein can destabilize the binding of OCP r to PBs and accelerate the fluorescence recovery (33) . In that study three different PBs were used: PBs (CK_PBs) from a CK mutant that is completely lacking the C_PC rods (36), PBs (CB_PBs) from a CB mutant that is lacking both the intermediary and the core-distal C_PC hexamers (37) , and PBs (WT_PBs) from wild-type cells. The structures of these PBs are shown in Fig. 1 . The binding site of OCP r appeared to be on the allophycocyanin core. It was noticed that the binding of OCP to CK-PBs is weaker than to the other PBs, suggesting an important role of PC rods in the stabilization of the binding.
The fact that this OCP-related NPQ mechanism can now be reconstructed and studied in vitro for PBs with different sizes is important because it provides the possibility to study the physical mechanism underlying the quenching process in vitro making use of ultrafast transient absorption techniques, something that is not easily feasible in vivo. However, this of course requires that the quenching mechanism is the same in vivo and in vitro, and also for the different types of PBs. In this work, we have measured the time-and spectrally resolved fluorescence of three different types of PBs, both in their unquenched and quenched state. The latter state was obtained by complexing the PBs with OCP r . This should allow us to establish whether the quenching site, rate, and mechanism are the same in vitro and in vivo and to determine what the influence of the PB composition is on the light-harvesting and NPQ properties. FIGURE 1 Structure of each type of PB is shown schematically. Phycocyanin rods in blue (108 pigments for CB_PB and 324 pigments for WT_PB), allophycocyanin that fluoresces at 660 nm in light blue and bluish green (66 pigments in total), and the low-energy part of allophycocyanin in magenta and red (six pigments in total). The approximate length for each subunit is based on previous work (8, 31) . The question mark (''?'') indicates the potential pigments that OCP r is interacting with.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation of phycobilisomes and formation of OCP-PB complexes
Details about the isolation protocols can be found in the work of Gwizdala et al. (33) and references therein. OCP-PB complexes were prepared in the same way as before at room temperature with an OCP/PB ratio of 40:1 for CK_PB and CB_PB, and with a ratio of 20:1 for WT_PB.
Steady-state fluorescence
Steady-state fluorescence spectra were recorded with a Fluorolog FL3-22 spectrofluorimeter (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) and corrected for wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the detection and fluctuations in lamp output. The excitation wavelength was 590 nm; a band-pass of either 1 or 2 nm was used for both the excitation and emission monochromator. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded using a step size of 0.5 nm and an integration time of 0.1 s. OCP-PB complexes were quenched by illuminating WT_PB (for~5 min) and CB_PB and CK_PB (for~20 min) at 20 C in 0.8 M phosphate with an actinic white light source in combination with a 500-nm broad band filter (K50) giving an intensity of 800 mE$m À2 $s
À1
. Before performing the steady-state fluorescence measurements and inducing nonphotochemical quenching, the optical density of all samples was adjusted to~0.2 at the absorption maximum for a pathlength of 1 cm. The emission spectra were recorded immediately after quenching. One single measurement was finished in~30 s, and during this short period, recovery is practically absent for CB_PB and WT_PB, while only a few percent of CK_PB recovers according to Gwizdala et al. (33) .
Time-resolved fluorescence
Time-resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded with a (sub-) picosecond streak-camera system combined with a grating (50 grooves/mm, blaze wavelength 600 nm) with the central wavelength set at 700 nm, having a spectral width of 260 nm (for details see (38) (39) (40) ). Excitation light was vertically polarized, the spot size diameter was typically~100 mm, and the laser repetition rate was 250 kHz. The detector polarizer was set at magic-angle orientation. An excitation wavelength of 590 nm was used. The sample was stirred with a magnetic stirring bar (rate~10 Hz) and the laser power at 590 nm was adjusted to 30 5 3 mW. Images of 800-ps and 2-ns time window were obtained for WT_PB and for the other samples only the 2-ns time window was used. A high signal/noise ratio was achieved by averaging 100 single images, each obtained after analog integration of 10 exposures of 1.112 s. Images were corrected for background and photocathode shading, and were sliced up into traces of 4-nm width.
The instrument response function (IRF) was described with a double Gaussian shape; in the 2-ns time window, it consists of a Gaussian of 20-ps full width at half-maximum (FWHM) (90% of IRF area) on top of a Gaussian of 100-ps FWHM (10% of IRF area), whereas in the 800-ps time window, it becomes a Gaussian of~9-ps FWHM (90% of IRF area) on top of a Gaussian of 60-ps FWHM (10% of IRF area).
For measuring time-resolved fluorescence of PBs in the quenched state, samples of OCP-PBs were first quenched in the same way as was done for the steady-state fluorescence measurements, and then streak images were collected immediately after the induction of the quenching. During one sequence of 100 images, no differences were observed in the lifetimes and spectral shapes for any of the three quenched samples, meaning that the recovery process is sufficiently slow to perform the measurements on quenched samples. Because of the relatively faster recovery from NPQ, OCP-CK_PB data were collected not after but during actinic illumination with blue-green light. The sample volume used for fluorescence excitation/detection was spatially well separated from the actinic light beam (a cylinder of~5 mm diameter Â 1 cm length) (18) ; the entire volume of the sample was 4 ml and the sample was stirred continuously. All measurements were performed at room temperature (~20 C) and lasted~20 min for each sample.
Data analysis
Data obtained with the streak-camera setup were first globally analyzed either with the R package TIMP or its graphical user interface of Glotaran (for details, see the literature (41-43) ). The methodologies of global analysis and target analysis are described in van Stokkum et al. (44) : with global analysis, the data were fitted as a sum of exponential decays convolved with an IRF and the amplitudes of each decay component as a function of wavelength are called ''decay-associated spectra'' (DAS). Subsequently, target analysis was performed to obtain the species-associated spectra (SAS), to identify the site of the quenching, and to describe the energy transfer rates between pigment species and to determine the rate of quenching. The kinetic model used here is entirely consistent with the model used for the target analysis of the in vivo data (18) . . 2 shows the fluorescence quenching of PBs in the presence of OCP after strong blue-green light illumination (see Materials and Methods for details). The amount of fluorescence quenching is 84% for CK_PB, 92% for CB_PB, and 89% for WT_PB (percentage of the maximal peak intensity). The results are similar as before (33, 45) .
RESULTS
Fig
To study the energy-transfer processes and the quenching kinetics in different PBs, time-resolved fluorescence measurements were performed with a picosecond streak-camera system (46) . An excitation wavelength of 590 nm was used that selectively excites (>90%) APC 660 in CK_PB or C_PC pigments (>90%) in CB_PB and WT_PB. Streak images of unquenched PBs are shown in Fig. 3 , A, C, E, and of OCPquenched PBs in Fig. 3 , B, D, and F. Note that in CK_PB, the spectrum is hardly shifting in time whereas the spectra of the other two types of PBs are clearly shifting to the red, i.e., to longer wavelengths. The shifting is due to EET to pigments that fluoresce at longer wavelengths. A comparison of the left and right panels shows the dramatic shortening of the fluorescence lifetimes for the quenched PBs.
To describe the streak images quantitatively, global analysis was employed, which led to the DAS that are shown in Fig. 4 .
The data of unquenched CK_PB can be fitted by two main components as shown in Fig. 4 A. The fastest component of 43 ps has a spectrum that has a positive part peaking at 660 nm, and a negative part with similar area peaking at 680 nm, mainly reflecting EET from APC 660 to APC 680 . The 1.6-ns DAS is positive over the entire wavelength region with maximum emission at~670 nm, mainly reflecting decay of excitations that are thermally equilibrated over APC 660 and APC 680 . Global analysis of the data of quenched CK_PB requires at least three lifetime components (see Fig. 4 B) . The 34-ps DAS exhibits positive amplitude at 660 nm and a negative amplitude at 680 nm. However, in this case the area of the positive part is clearly Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1692-1700 larger than that of the negative part, and also larger than the positive part of the 43 ps-DAS for unquenched CK_PB. This suggests that substantial excited-state decay already occurs on a timescale of tens of ps, leading to accelerated depopulation of excited APC 660 molecules and concomitantly a decreased amount of EET to APC 680 . It should be noted that the negative part of the DAS is not completely disappearing, which is partly due to the fact that not all PBs are quenched (see below). The 197-ps component corresponds to quenched PBs, whereas the 1338-ps component corresponds to some unquenched species, which has a somewhat blue-shifted DAS as compared to the 1.6-ns DAS in unquenched CK_PB. This is probably due to the presence of a small amount of not-well-connected PBs or disconnected APC 660 trimers. Fig. 4 , C and D, shows the global-analysis results of unquenched and quenched CB_PB, with three and four components, respectively. For CB_PB, the obtained 19-ps DAS has more or less a conservative spectral shape with a FIGURE 2 Steady-state fluorescence spectra of isolated CK_PBs (top), CB_PBs (middle), and WT_PBs (bottom) before (unquenched, solid lines) and after (quenched, shaded lines) illumination with high-intensity bluegreen light. The fluorescence excitation wavelength is 590 nm. Spectra have been normalized to equal absorption at 590 nm for the unquenched and the quenched PBs. Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1692-1700 positive peak at 635 nm and a negative one at 660 nm, which represents, to a large extent, EET from C_PC to APC 660 . The 71-ps component is positive at 650 nm and negative at 677 nm, reflecting EET to APC 680 . An all-positive spectrum of 1.6 ns is peaking at 670 nm. Blue-green-light quenching causes dramatic changes in the DAS, as is shown in Fig. 4 D: the fastest component (14 ps) of the quenched state has a dominating negative peak at~660 nm, with higher amplitude than the 19-ps component of the unquenched state. In contrast, the second component (35 ps) has a larger positive amplitude than the second component (71 ps) for the unquenched complex, also peaking at 650 nm. The lifetime is much shorter and the negative part peaking at~680 nm is strongly reduced. The all-positive DAS with a lifetime of 126 ps has a spectral shape that is similar to that of the 1.6-ns component of the unquenched PBs that corresponds to the disappearance of equilibrated excited-state energy, mainly due to quenching. In addition, the spectral shape and lifetime are also similar to those of the 197-ps component of the CK_PB. The longest lifetime component of 1.2 ns peaking at~650 nm has a small amplitude (~3%) and probably relates to a small amount of free PC species.
Both for the unquenched and quenched WT_PBs, four components are needed to get satisfactory fits of the data.
Three clear EET steps can be observed (Fig. 4 E) . The DAS of the fastest component of 8 ps is almost entirely negative with a peak at~645 nm. This reflects EET within C-PC from blue pigments with relatively low dipole strength to somewhat more red-shifted pigments with higher dipole strength (18) . The 42-ps component shows a positive peak at 640 nm and a negative one at 663 nm and mainly reflects EET from C-PC to APC 660 (see also Tian et al. (18)). The 118-ps component has a positive peak at~645 nm and a negative one at 680 nm, reflecting EET to APC 680 . The 1.6-ns DAS has its main peak at 667 nm, which is due to decay of excited-state-equilibrated PBs.
Under quenching conditions, the fastest component is hardly influenced, indicating that the quenching is not happening on the pigments in C_PC. The 67-ps DAS has a typical EET shape and it is more or less the average of the 42-ps and 118-ps components that are observed for the unquenched PBs. The long-lived DAS (1595 ps) that was observed for the unquenched PBs is now absent, and instead, a similar DAS is observed with a far shorter lifetime of 157 ps. Finally, a small contribution is observed characterized by a lifetime of 1.5 ns and a blue-shifted (as compared to the 157-ps component) emission spectrum, possibly originating from a small fraction of unconnected C_PC. Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1692-1700 DISCUSSION As was shown above, the binding of the activated form of OCP to the different types of PBs in vitro leads to strong changes in the steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence properties of the PBs. It was demonstrated before that for WT Synechocystis cells in vivo, OCP-induced NPQ leads to the direct quenching of APC 660 with a quenching rate of (~15 ps)
À1 (18) . The fact that OCP is able to induce fluorescence quenching in PBs lacking one or two of the APC 680 indeed confirmed that the site of quenching must be APC 660 (11) . It is important to note that, in WT Synechocystis cells, only 30% of the PBs was quenched due to the presence of substoichiometric amounts of OCP with respect to the amount of PBs, which was probably caused by the fact that the cells were grown in relatively low-light conditions. In OCP overexpressing strains, within a PSI/PSII, less Synechocystis mutant, and in strains growing in high-light conditions, high quantities of OCP are present in the cell and concomitantly a high percentage of fluorescence quenching is observed (34, 45, 47) . To sort out whether, in vitro, APC 660 is also the quencher in complexes of PBs with activated OCP, and to determine the fraction of quenched PBs and the rate of quenching, we have performed target analysis. Different compartmental models were constructed (see Fig. 5 ) in analogy with our recent study on entire cells to fit/describe the data (18) . Each compartment is composed of a pool of pigments with similar fluorescence spectra. The fitting results for the isolated PBs are also shown in Fig. 5 . For all compartments, SAS and also the rates of excitation-energy transfer between different compartments were estimated. All spectra and most of the transfer rates are nearly identical to those obtained for intact cells. The quenching site and rate for each PB were estimated by fitting both unquenched and quenched datasets simultaneously; more details about the fittings are given in the Supporting Material.
The target analysis for CK_PB is relatively simple because only two compartments are needed as shown in Fig. 5 ; one corresponds to APC 660 and the other to APC 680 , and the corresponding spectra are given in blue and red, respectively. One more C_PC spectrum (in blue) could be resolved for CB_PB, corresponding to C_PC. For WT_PB two C_PC pools could be resolved (shown as blue) and the model established here for WT_PBs is identical to the one obtained for whole cells in vivo (18) . Note that there are always some free species with green SAS as shown in Fig. 5 present in CB or WT with a contribution of 5~6%, decaying with a lifetime at~1 ns.
It is found that quenching only happens on 85% of the CK_PBs under our experimental conditions, whereas 100% of the CB_PBs and WT_PBs appear to be quenched. Biophysical Journal 102 (7) 1692-1700
The compartment in which the quenching takes place is unequivocally the one of APC 660 in all cases. The quality of the fitting decreases substantially and/or unrealistic SAS values are obtained when it is assumed that quenching occurs in one of the other compartments (for further details, see the Supporting Material). If we fit the data to the kinetic scheme of WT_PB in Fig. 5 and we require the quencher to be in compartment 3, then the estimated SAS peaks at 660 nm. If the quencher is forced to be in compartment 4, the fitting at early times becomes worse (compare to Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material) but the peak of the SAS of the quenched compartment is again~660 nm. It is inherent to the (early) kinetic data that the quenching takes place in the APC 660 compartment, no matter what the exact details of the kinetic scheme are. Therefore, the location of the quenching appears to be the same as in vivo (18) . The quenching rate for CK_PB is (67 5 7 ps) À1 whereas it is (39 5 4 ps) À1 for CB_PB and (33 5 3 ps) À1 for WT_PB. It was observed before that the relative amount of quenching for isolated PBs increases in the following order: CK_PB, WT_PB, and CB_PB (33) . These results were reproduced in this study (Fig. 2) . The target analysis results enable us to estimate the contribution of each compartment to the total steady-state spectrum both for the quenched and unquenched PBs and to determine the origin of the changing quenching ratios. The reconstructed spectra and the corresponding quenching ratios are shown in Fig. S6, Fig. S7 , and Fig. S8 and are fully in agreement with the previously observed results (33) .
Concerning the quenching mechanism, the quenching rates of (39 5 4 ps) À1 in CB_PB and (33 5 3 ps) À1 in WT_PB are (only) somewhat slower than the one of (16 5 4 ps) À1 obtained for intact cells. It was concluded before that the rate of (16 5 4 ps) À1 , which corresponds to a quenching rate of the excited state of the pigment that is directly quenched (APC Q 660 ), is extremely fast (18)-namely (240 5 60 fs) À1 (¼ (16 5 4 ps) À1 /66, where 66 is the number of APC 660 pigments) or even faster. In our case, the molecular quenching rate must also be extremely fast, namely (500 5 50 fs) À1 or faster. Both the similar fast quenching rate and the same identity of the quenched species leave little doubt that the quenching in vitro proceeds via the same mechanism as in vivo. It was suggested in our previous work that quenching is most likely caused by charge transfer between APC Q 660 and the OCP carotenoid hECN in its activated form but it could not be entirely excluded that EET from APC Q 660 to the S1 state of hECN might be responsible for this OCP-related NPQ mechanism (18) .
Both processes depend critically on the mutual interactions (overlap of molecular wavefunctions) and slight structural differences in the complex between OCP and APC Q 660
are probably responsible for the differences in quenching rate. Ultrafast transient absorption measurements will be needed to discriminate between these two possibilities.
Whereas these measurements are extremely demanding if not impossible for intact cells, they can now be performed on quenched PBs in vitro, because apparently the quenching mechanism is the same. It is of relevance to mention that although the in vitro quenching rate is still extremely fast it would only lead to quenching of~66% of the excitations in the PBs in vivo whereas the previously determined percentage is 80% in vivo. This percentage of 66% can be calculated using the fact that the rate of transfer from APC to the photosystems is (63 ps) À1 and the rate of quenching is directly competing with this transfer rate (18) . Therefore, the extremely fast quenching rate that is obtained in vivo is crucial for the efficiency of quenching.
It is of interest to note that the quenching in CK_PB is even slower (67 ps) À1 , which suggests that the presence of C_PC is required for the tight binding between OCP r and PBs. It was already reported before that the binding of OCP to CK_PB is weaker than to WT_PB and CB_PB (33) , and now it is found that this leads not only to a lower percentage of quenched PBs but also to a slower quenching rate. With this rate of quenching, the efficiency of quenching would be~50% in vivo. The slower quenching rate and the lower binding strength both contribute to explain the low amplitude of fluorescence quenching observed in CK cells compared to that observed in WT cells (30) .
CONCLUSIONS
All types of isolated PBs that were studied here show a large amount of nonphotochemical quenching upon binding of the red active form OCP. In all cases, the quenching occurs in the core of the PBs on APC 660 and not on APC 680 . However, also the presence of C_PC has some influence on the quenching, because the rate of quenching increases from (67 5 7 ps) À1 for CK_PB to (39 5 4 ps) À1 for CB_PB and (33 5 3 ps) À1 for WT_PB. Although the latter rate is still a factor-of-2 slower than the one in vivo, it is concluded that both the site and mechanism of quenching are the same in all PBs, both in vitro and in vivo. Full assembly in vivo leads to the fastest quenching rate, and this rate is required to compete with excitation-energy transfer to the photosystems, allowing efficient photoprotection.
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